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Abstract
Materials with patterned microstructures can be represented by a unit cell within which
micromechanical stresses can be analysed. This approach, with accurate boundary conditions,
allows huge savings to be made in computation time without affecting the accuracy of the
results. In this paper, sets of boundary conditions for unit cells with periodicity in axial and
circumferential directions are derived. These are verified by analysis of circular and
hexagonal rods subjected to thermal loading, uniform tension or uniform torsion. The
analysis of a thermal barrier coating system with a periodic oxide interface is presented as an
application of the boundary conditions.
Keywords: Unit cells; periodic boundary conditions; finite element analysis; representative
volume elements
1. Introduction
Geometric periodicity in structures is an important feature which can be employed to reduce
the size of structure to be analysed by introducing a unit cell, or a representative volume
element, if the structure is subjected to a macroscopically uniform load. With appropriate
boundary conditions, the unit cell will be a truthful representation of the whole structure.
Examples of such unit cells applied to the micromechanical analysis of composites can be
found in [1-9] amongst many others, with all those examples relating to a rectangular
coordinate system. The present paper aims to extend similar considerations to consider unit
cells existing in a cylindrical frame of reference. An account of such treatment can be found
in textbooks, e.g. [10], under the topic of cyclic symmetry, for which the form of the
suggested implementation relies on access to the source code of the FE program so that the
structural stiffness matrix can be manipulated to incorporate the symmetry conditions. This
is not possible when most commercial codes are used. Specifically, the work described here
is required in order to implement the symmetry conditions within commercial FE systems
where cyclic symmetry is not available. Although most of the arguments in a cylindrical
2coordinate system can be reproduced from those in a rectangular coordinate system, the
complication arises from the fact that those boundary conditions obtained in a cylindrical
coordinate system have to be transformed to a rectangular coordinate system, since most FE
codes available are formulated in a rectangular coordinate system.
The motivation for the present work arises from a project to study the stresses and failure
modes in thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) on high-temperature components such as gas
turbine blades, which typically have curved surfaces which are locally of approximately
cylindrical shape. Specifically, it is desirable to study the stresses which develop at the rough
interface between a cylindrical substrate and coating, additionally involving a bond coat (BC)
and a thin layer of thermally-grown oxide, due to differential thermal expansion and oxide
growth. The dimensions of the blade features are in the order of mm up to tens or hundreds
of mm, while those of the roughness features of the coating interface are of the order of 10
m. Loadings on the blade are typically global mechanical loads (predominantly centrifugal
and aerodynamic) or thermoelastic. In all cases the component geometries and loads relate to
length scales several orders of magnitude greater than the typical wavelengths of the surface
roughness, and a model taking account of both global geometry and local roughness would
need a prohibitive number of elements (and a correspondingly large mesh generation effort)
to represent the local detail throughout a global model. Although the BC/TBC interface is in
practice irregular and random in profile, existing models [11-14] have hitherto treated the
problem by idealising the interface profile as a repeating pattern, typically sinusoidal in
profile, and hence by modelling it as a unit cell. Until now, these models have mostly
assumed the pattern to be two-dimensional so that the unit cell represents a 2D sinusoidal
shape of ridges and troughs (e.g. [11]). This profile is superimposed upon the global
curvature of the blade’s aerofoil geometry by assuming periodicity in either the axial or
circumferential directions, and in the past has been modelled either using axisymmetric or
generalised plane strain elements respectively as shown in Fig. 1 (i) and (ii) respectively.
However, real interface geometries involve 3D features such as pits and peaks rather than the
ridges and troughs represented by a 2D model, and it is desirable and timely for the 3D
geometries to be represented more realistically while still taking account of overall
component curvature. Such a 3D model will involve periodicity in two directions within a
cylindrical frame of reference. Experience shows that it can be very difficult to establish a
model of such a structure with boundary conditions which correctly represent the true
3periodic structure and without introducing spurious constraints, and that intuitive attempts to
establish such boundary conditions frequently lead to errors. The limited amount of
published work on 3D interface shapes has not taken account of overall curvature of the
specimen [15, 16].
Because of the nature of the symmetries employed in unit cell modelling, the boundary
conditions obtained are often in the form of equations relating displacements on one part of
the boundary to those on another, because of the use of translational or rotational symmetries
[2, 3, 5]. Such constraints are hereafter referred to as equation boundary conditions, and
there are practical limitations on the situations in which they can be applied and hence upon
the kind of unit cells which can be modelled. For instance, when finite elements are
employed for the micromechanical analysis, as is often the case, the mesh to be generated
must possess identical tessellation (or at least an identical pattern of nodes and associated
degrees of freedom interpolated with the same order) between the parts of boundary which
are related through those equation boundary conditions. This may well be difficult to achieve
for 3-D problems, such as those relating to particle reinforced or textile composites, but if
additional symmetries are present a simplified set of boundary conditions may be used which
relaxes the requirement for matching nodes and freedoms.
The issue of boundary conditions for unit cell models has been the subject of considerable
work, particularly in the context of homogenisation approaches developed in the 1980s
onwards. For example, Suquet [7] lists background literature in the area, describes the
processes of homogenisation and localisation, but does not describe the practical issues of
implementation of unit cell boundary conditions. Hollister and Kikuchi [1] compare and
contrast standard mechanics and homogenisation approaches to the analysis of composites,
and also review the literature charting the development of the homogenisation process, but do
not appear to employ periodic boundary conditions. Swan [8] describes techniques for
homogenization of inelastic periodic composites, including the formulation of the finite
elements used and the penalty method used to impose the boundary conditions. Although
both Suquet and Swan correctly describe periodic boundary conditions, neither paper
describes any extension to a cylindrical coordinates, and such an extension is not obvious
from the methods presented. Neither can periodicity in a cylindrical coordinate system be
found in these publications [1, 7, 8] or any subsequent work on composites such as that
reviewed earlier [2-6, 9]. The present publication therefore aims to provide a documented,
4methodical and mathematically rigorous approach which will enable research into
cylindrically-periodic systems to be undertaken whilst avoiding the traps which lie in
intuitive approaches.
2. Periodic boundary conditions
The symmetries forming the subject of the present paper are directly presented in a
cylindrical coordinate system. However, most FE codes are formulated in a rectangular
coordinate system. The symmetry conditions obtained in the former coordinate system have
to be transformed to the latter coordinate system before they can be imposed. For
displacements, the transformation between the two coordinate systems (Fig. 2) is given as
follows.
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where x, r and  are the coordinates in the longitudinal, radial and circumferential directions
respectively, and where it has been assumed that the cylindrical and rectangular coordinate
systems share the common origin.
It is assumed that the geometry of the structure can be idealised as possessing a periodic
appearance in the longitudinal and circumferential directions. When it is subjected to
macroscopically uniform loading, such as a temperature change, axial tension/compression
and twist, the internal stress and strain fields are also idealised as being periodic, i.e.
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A unit cell representing a full period in both the longitudinal and circumferential directions
can be defined without losing generality in the domain
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where 2 is the period in the circumferential direction and 2b is the period in the
longitudinal direction. This unit cell will be referred to as the full size unit cell.
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Longitudinal periodicity results in the following conditions
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where  is the relative angle of twist between the two ends of the structure. Following the
approach taken in references [Li 1-4], x and  can each be associated with a degree of
freedom of a non-structural node which is used only in the equation constraints, and can be
used both to apply loads and/or to determine strains. Such a quantity is known as a “key
degree of freedom” as it fully characterises a macroscopic deformation mode via a single
value.
The periodic boundary conditions in Eq (4) and Eq (5) must be imposed upon the full size
unit cell before it can be used within an analysis to provide a truthful representation of the
complete structure. Temperature loading, axial loading and torsion can be applied at the
same time. However, in order to impose these boundary conditions, the mesh for this unit
cell should be generated such that the pattern of nodes and their associated freedoms on
opposite faces are identical. This places a rather demanding requirement on the mesh to be
generated. Morover, the ability to apply constraints in equation form may not be available in
all FE codes. The next section explores how the need for such constraints and for matching
nodes and freedoms can be avoided by exploiting additional reflectional symmetries which
enable the unit cells to be modelled using symmetric boundary conditions alone.
3. Further reflectional symmetries
When there are further reflectional symmetries in the longitudinal and circumferential
directions, the size of the unit cell can be reduced to a quarter. However, the loading cases
6will have to be considered separately.
1) Under temperature loading and/or 0x
While Eq (4) remains the same, Eq (5) is simplified as follows as no torsional deformation is
involved in this case.
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Reflectional symmetry about the x=0 plane requires
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Eq (7) defined the boundary condition for face x=0 of the quarter size unit cell. From Eq (6)
and Eq (8), the boundary condition for face x=b of the quarter size unit cell is obtained as
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The reflectional symmetry about the =0 plane requires
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Eq (10) defined the boundary condition for face =0 of the quarter size unit cell. From Eq (4)
and Eq (11), the boundary condition for face = of the quarter size unit cell is obtained as
0u    (12)
Eq (10) and Eq (12) result in:
0 0
0r r ru u   (13)
72) Under a torsion load T
Under the two reflectional symmetries as discussion above, the nature of the torsional loading
case is antisymmetric, in contrast to the previous loading case. This greatly complicates the
formulation of boundary conditions and their appplication to the unit cell.
While Eq (4) remains the same, Eq (5) is simplified as follows as no extensional deformation
is involved in this case.
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The reflectional antisymmetry about the x=0 plane requires
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Eq (15) defines the boundary condition for face x=0 of the quarter size unit cell. From Eq
(14) and Eq (16), the boundary condition for face x=b of the quarter size unit cell is obtained
as
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The reflectional antisymmetry about the =0 plane requires
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Eq (18) defined the boundary condition for face =0 of the quarter size unit cell. From Eq (4)
and Eq (19), the boundary condition for face = of the quarter size unit cell is obtained as
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The second conditions from Eq (18) and Eq (20) result in
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Some conditions are reproduced at the edges introducing redundant conditions and the
redundant conditions have to be eliminated by considering the following edges separately.
These edges should not be included in any of the faces.
Edge r=0 (including both ends at x=0 and x=b):
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Edge x=0 and θ= (excluding end at r=0 but including end at r=R):
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Edge x=b and θ= (excluding end at r=0 but including end at r=R):
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The torsion rigidity is obtained as
/
nTGJ
b
 (27)
where n is the number of periods over the circumference and T is the concentrated load
applied at the key degree of freedom . The nodal displacement at  as obtained from the FE
analysis give the angle of rotation of one end (x=b) to the other (x=0).
4. Verification of the boundary conditions obtained
To verify the boundary conditions derived, case studies on unit cells, which represents rods
with two different cross sections, were carried out by applying load cases selected from
temperature change, tension and torsion. Case I seeks to verify that the boundary conditions
do not impose a spurious or incomplete restraint on the model. Case II seeks to verify that the
boundary conditions can be used to impose uniform stress and strain fields in tension. Cases
III and IV seek to verify the behaviour of models under torsion loads, benchmarking the
results for both trivial (axisymmetric) and non-trivial (prismatic) problems. In each of these
cases the material properties is assumed: Young’s modulus = 10109 Pa, Poisson’s ratio=0.25
and (where appropriate) coefficient of thermal expansion=5106 K1. The length b is 0.05m
in all cases.
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Case I: A uniform rod of hexagonal cross section subjected to uniform temperature change of
1K.
The geometry of this example is shown in Fig. 3 (i) and the mesh used to model it is shown in
Fig. 3 (ii). Perfectly uniform deformation has been obtained, with the global value of x and
all calculated values of strain being the expected value of 5106 to the available 5 significant
figures of output.as expected. Stresses virtually vanish as the material is free to expand.
Case II: A uniform rod of regular hexagonal cross section subjected to uniform axial tension
The geometry and mesh for this example are again as shown in Fig. 3 (i) and (ii). For a load
of 40669.2351 N applied to the key degree of freedom (corresponding to a stress of 106 Pa), a
perfectly uniform axial strain of 104 (equal to the global value of x) and transverse strains of
2.5105 are obtained as predicted from the load and elastic properties. The axial stress
obtained is identical to that expected from the applied load while all other stress components
virtually vanish.
Case III: A uniform rod of circular cross section subjected to uniform torsion
The geometry and mesh for this example are shown in Fig. 4 (i) and (ii). The rod is of radius
0.813384702 m. A torque of 106 Nm was applied to the key degree of freedom
corresponding to a total torque on the rod of 1.2107 Nm. A perfectly uniform distribution of
shear stress, reaching a value (14.21 MPa) within 0.1% of that from torsion theory (14.1962
MPa), is found in the circumferential direction while a linear distribution is obtained in the
radial direction, as shown in Fig. 4 (iii). The cross section remains plane after deformation,
as expected, given the circular cross section of the rod, and the generator lines are seen to be
no longer perpendicular to the cross-sectional planes as the material undergoes shearing
under torsion. The relative angle of twist between the two ends (2.1817104 rad)agrees to
the available precision with the value (2.181662104 rad) expected from elementary
(mechanics of materials) torsion theory.
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Case IV: A uniform rod of regular hexagonal cross section subjected to uniform torsion
The geometry and mesh for this example are again shown in Fig. 3 (i) and (ii). The rod is of
incircle radius 1m and a torque of 106 Nm was applied to the key degree of freedom
corresponding to a total torque on the rod of 1.2107 Nm, leading to a twist of 8.1485105
rad. Unlike a circular rod in torsion, the hexagonal cross section does not remain plane after
deformation; as would be expected, warping occurs in this example as shown in Fig. 3 (iii).
The ratio of torsional rigidity to shear modulus (analogous to the polar second moment of
area for circular cross-sections, and similarly termed J here) is calculated from Abaqus to be
given by J=1.84083r4 where r is the radius of the inscribed circle of the hexagonal cross-
section. This agrees to five significant figures with the series solution of Hassenpflug [17]
(J=1.84082r4). The maximum shear stress (7.987 MPa) agrees within 0.1% with the value
(7.993 MPa) calculated from Hassenpflug’s results.
5. Examples of practical applications
5.1 Background and modelling approach
A practical example of the boundary conditions presented here is the analysis of stresses in a
gas turbine blade with a thermal barrier coating, as summarised in the introduction. This
work took place within the context of an EPSRC-funded research project (EP/F029748), and
the development of the periodic boundary conditions formed a necessary step towards the
research into stress evolution. A TBC system consists of a bond coat (BC) made from an
alloy of nickel and/or cobalt, chromium, aluminium and yttrium, generally known as
MCrAlY, and a ceramic TBC layer. If air plasma sprayed (APS) TBC is used, the surface of
the BC has a high surface roughness to ensure a better mechanical bonding between the TBC
and the BC. A thermally grown oxide (TGO) layer is formed at the BC/TBC interface as a
result of BC oxidation.
Stresses within the TBC are generated by differential contraction as the system is cooled
down to room temperature from 1000°C. As demonstrated by Gong [18] using a simple
(thick cylinder) model, the magnitude of radial stress increases as the radius of curvature
becomes smaller, and in practice the largest values of radial stress arise at the positions of
maximum positive or negative curvature i.e. the peaks and valleys of the local roughness. It
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is tensile radial stresses which drive failure due to delamination and spallation and are of
interest in this kind of model. Accordingly, it is the peak and valley stresses that are
compared when examining the accuracy and convergence of the various meshes.
In practice, of course, the local roughness consists of 3D hills and pits rather than the ridges
and troughs which correspond to 2D representations, and the motivation for the present work
is the need to model cells representative of these 3D features in order for the models to be
more representative of reality. Studies making use of the 3D models will be presented in
future publications, while the present case study concentrates upon confirming the usefulness
of the boundary conditions developed in section 3. In the absence of an analytical solution
giving interfacial stresses at the coating interface for a multilayered coating system, the
reference solutions used for comparison are those relating to the simplified 2D situations
(consisting of a circular specimen with circumferential or axial ridges/troughs) modelled
using 2D meshes. Specifically, the 3D model for each of these situations is compared against
a corresponding model with a 2D mesh (constructed from either axisymmetric or generalised
plane strain (GPS) elements, respectively), with the meshes of each 2D model being identical
to the rotated or extruded generator cross-section of the corresponding 3D mesh. Relevant
axial and circumferential periodic boundary conditions shown in Eq (9) and Eq (12) were
applied to the FE models.
5.2 Element types and mesh refinement
The types of element and element sizes near the TGO interface, at which the stresses are
observed to be concentrated, are presented in Table 1. First-order elements (using linear
interpolation) were used for compatibility with the cohesive elements and the extended finite
element method (XFEM) used within the ongoing research since such elements and
techniques are only available in ABAQUS for use with first-order elements. Reduced
integration was used to avoid any danger of over-stiff behaviour or other undesirable
numerical behaviour within the ongoing nonlinear analyses, and for computational efficiency.
In order to provide a valid comparison, the axisymmetric and GPS elements used are the
appropriate analogues (first-order with reduced integration) of the 3D elements used. In each
case a thorough mesh convergence study was undertaken. The initial meshes was chosen to
give elements of size 1µm1µm at the TGO interface, and the key results which are of
interest in studying mesh convergence are the out of plane stresses at the peak and valley of
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the TGO interfaces. The different levels of mesh refinement presented in Table 1, and
denoted level 1 (coarsest) to level 6 (finest), correspond to at least a fourfold reduction in
element size over the mesh convergence study. The unit cells of the two types of models, and
a typical 3D mesh, are shown in Fig. 5. The elastic and thermomechanical properties used in
the benchmarking exercises are presented in Table 2.
The analyses were run on computer with an Intel Core 2 Quad processor with the speed of 2.6
GHz and with 8GB of RAM. The maximum number of elements which can feasibly be
analysed on this computer is limited to 400,000 by the available RAM. The maximum
computation time is 30 min for the 3D models and 1 minute for the GPS and axisymmetric
models.
5.3 Results
For all mesh convergence studies, critical result parameters (in this case radial stresses at the
peak and valley regions of the BC and the TBC) were compared between models while the
mesh density near the TGO interface is increased. As a result, it can be shown that the
convergence in result parameters for each model. Moreover, it can also be proved that the
periodic boundary conditions presented in this paper are valid by comparing results from
axisymmetric model and GPS models to results from relevant 3D models.
Quantitatively, the results of the benchmarking and mesh convergence study are as follows:
a. For the case where TGO periodicity is in the axial direction, out of plane stress within
the 3D unit cell is compared to an axisymmetric TBC model and the results are
tabulated in Table 3. The stress values agree to within around 0.05%. Radial stresses
in the vicinity of the TGO interface, at most refined level for both models are
demonstrated in Fig. 6. The convergence of the two types of models to the same
values is demonstrated within Table 3.
b. For the case where the TGO periodicity is in the circumferential direction, out of
plane stress in the 3D model is compared to that from a GPS model as this correctly
permits out-of-plane (z) expansion while preserving planar x-y cross-sections. It may
be noted from Table 4 that the 3D and GPS models each converge in a manner very
similar to the 3D and axisymmetric models in Table 3, except that the 3D and GPS
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models give out-of-plane stresses which converge to values which are typically
around 0.3% different or less. Radial stresses in the vicinity of the TGO interface, at
most refined level for both models are demonstrated in Fig. 7.
c. In all cases the analyses may be regarded as fully converged once Level 6 mesh
refinement has been reached; the change in stress levels from Level 4 to Level 6
(corresponding to an approximate doubling of linear mesh density) is in the order of
0.5%, and that from Level 5 to Level 6 is around 0.2-0.3% or less.
6. Conclusions and future work
Boundary conditions have been derived which are applicable to a unit cell of a structure
having geometric periodicity in longitudinal and circumferential directions. Separate variants
of these boundary conditions have been derived for tensile/thermal loading and for torsional
loading. The boundary conditions were validated using unit cells representing rods with two
different cross-sections (circular and regularly hexagonal) under three different loading
conditions. Thermal expansions due to imposed temperature changes, and strain due to axial
tension, both give results identical to the respective theoretical values. The angle of twist for
the circular bar in torsion, and the torsional rigidity for the hexagonal bar, both agree up to 5
significant figures.
To illustrate a typical application of periodic boundary conditions, a case study was examined
consisting of a cylindrical component coated with a TBC system assumed to have
undulations which are periodic in either the axial or circumferential directions. A series of
convergence studies was undertaken within the benchmarking of the 3D models with
boundary conditions as described in the present work, compared against equivalent models
(axisymmetric and GPS) constructed using 2D meshes. In the axially periodic case the 3D
results converged to the axisymmetric results within around 0.03%; in the circumferentially
periodic case the 3D results converged to the GPS results within around 0.3%. Both sets of
models converged in a very similar manner as shown in Tables 3 and 4, despite the slightly
larger error in the circumferentially periodic case.
Boundary conditions derived in this paper can be applied to any unit cell which models
structures with geometric periodicity in axial and/or circumferential directions. This will
significantly reduce the computation time, especially for 3D structures with periodic features.
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In particular, it will now be possible to construct unit cell models of TBC systems with
locally 3D surface profiles which can be approximated as having both axial and
circumferential periodicity; this will overcome the limitations of modelling such structures
with 2D geometries periodic in the circumferential or axial directions alone. Further work is
in progress to model thermo-mechanical stresses within APS TBC systems using 3D
microscopic features of the bond coat.
The present work makes it possible to extend the unit cell approach (widely used for
analysing the local stresses in coated components) to consider the combination of 3D surface
roughness profile and substrate curvature. As explained in the introduction, the relative sizes
of roughness features and typical component dimensions mean that a full 3D analysis would
involve an impractically large number of elements (millions, possibly billions), or possibly a
complex multi-scale approach involving substructuring or submodelling. The present
approach relaxes a major approximation used hitherto (that of treating the profile as a 2D
model). Ongoing detailed research making use of the present approach, involving creep and
crack development, will be published separately; preliminary results suggest that the stresses
obtained from a 3D model featuring peaks and pits differ by a factor in the order of 2 from
those obtained from the corresponding 2D simplification. In the present team’s experience
the human effort involved in implementing the boundary conditions in a given model is an
insignificant issue compared with that of having a methodical framework to ensure that the
boundary conditions are correctly applied.
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Fig. 1: Sinusoidal TGO interface i) periodicity in the circumferential direction and ii)
periodicity in the axial direction (Cells bounded by double-dashed line are used for FE
unit cells)
Fig. 2: Relationship between displacement components ux, ur and u in cylindrical x-r-
coordinate system, and displacement components u, v and w in Cartesian (x-y-z)
coordinate system.
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Fig. 3: Hexagonal bar with side length 1.1547 m i.e. with incircle radius 1m: (i) slice
through bar showing geometry, planes of symmetry and unit cell (shaded); (ii) FE mesh
showing discretisation of the unit cell for the bar; (iii) deformed mesh for bar subjected
to overall torsional load of 1.2×107 Nm, showing warpage of cross-section and non-
uniform shear stress distribution
Fig. 4: Cylindrical bar of radius 0.813384702 m: (i) slice through bar showing geometry
,six equally-spaced- planes of symmetry and unit cell (shaded); (ii) FE mesh showing
discretisation of the unit cell for the bar; (iii) deformed mesh for bar subjected to
overall torsional load of 1.2107 Nm, showing circumferentially-uniform stress
distribution and transverse shearing of planar cross-section.
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Fig. 5: Relationship between unit cell and overall geometry (excluding TBC coat) for
idealised interface profile with (i) axisymmetric ridges/troughs and (ii) axial or
prismatic ridges/troughs; diagrammatic representations of FE unit cells for (iii)
axisymmetric model and (iv) prismatic model, showing sinusoidal interfaces and TBC
coat; and (v) detailed view of interface region of typical 3D FE model of axisymmetric
geometry for level 2 refinement. Levels 3-6 are similar in layout but with smaller
elements, but are not shown as the element boundaries are too closely spaced to be
visually meaningful;
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Fig. 6: Out of plane (radial) stress at the end of cooling for i) Axisymmetric model ii) 3D
model (Axially periodic TGO interface) with Level 6 mesh refinement
Fig. 7: Out of plane (radial) stress at the end of cooling for i) GPS model ii) 3D model
(Circumferentially periodic TGO interface) with Level 6 mesh refinement
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Table 1:Element types and element size of convergence tests
Simulat ions
Mesh
refinement level
Element
type
Approx. size of elements
at TGO interface in μm 
(width  length  depth)
Axisymmetric
1 CAX4R 1  1
2 CAX4R 1/2  1
3 CAX4R 1/4  1
4 CAX4R 1/6  5/7
5 CAX4R 1/8  3/8
6 CAX4R 1/10  1/5
3D (Long.periodic)
1 C3D8R 1  1  3
2 C3D8R 1/2  1  3
3 C3D8R 1/4  1  1.2
4 C3D8R 1/6  5/7  1
5 C3D8R 1/8  3/8  0.7
6 C3D8R 1/10  1/5  0.7
GPS
1 CPEG4R 1  1
2 CPEG4R 1/2  1
3 CPEG4R 1/4  1
4 CPEG4R 1/6  5/7
5 CPEG4R 1/8  3/8
6 CPEG4R 1/10  1/5
3D
(Circumf.periodic)
1 C3D8R 1  1  3
2 C3D8R 1/2  1  3
3 C3D8R 1/4  1  3
4 C3D8R 1/6  5/7  1
5 C3D8R 1/8  3/8  0.63
6 C3D8R 1/10  1/5  0.7
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Table 2: Material properties and key dimensions for models of TBC system
Parameter Value Units
Temperatures for substrate properties 24 427 760 982 °C
Modulus of substrate [19] 206 179.3 157 140 GPa
Poisson’s ratio for substrate [19] 0.28 0.28 0.3 0.3 -
CTE of substrate [20] 12 13.6 15 15.8 106K1
Temperatures for bond coat properties 20 200 700 1000 °C
Modulus of bond coat [21] 203 200 167.7 131.6 GPa
Poisson’s ratio of bond coat [21] 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 -
CTE of bond coat [21] 12.7 13 15.6 18.4 106K1
Temperatures for TGO properties 20 - - 1500 °C
Modulus of TGO layer [22] 416 - - 338 GPa
Poisson’s ratio of TGO layer [22] 0.23 - - 0.25 -
CTE of TGO layer [21] 6.63 - - 9.33 106K1
Temperatures for TBC properties 20 200 700 1000 °C
Modulus of aged TBC layer [21] 198.3 204.6 252.8 346 GPa
Poisson’s ratio of aged TBC layer [21] 0.146 0.182 0.317 0.317 -
CTE of aged TBC layer[21] 10 10 10 10 106K1
Inner radius of substrate 3.0 mm
Outer radius of substrate 6.2 mm
Mean thickness of bond coat 100 μm 
Thickness of TGO layer 1 μm 
Amplitude of roughness (zero to peak) 6 μm 
Length of unit cell
(and half wavelength of roughness for
axisymmetric case)
24 μm 
Angle subtended by unit cell
(and by half wavelength for prismatic
model)
0.22 degree
Temperature change on cooling 980 K
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Table 3: Stresses at peak and valley regions of TBC and BC of axisymmetric model and
3D model (Axially periodic TGO interface) with different levels of mesh refinements
Table 4: Stresses at peak and valley regions of TBC and BC of generalised plane strain
model and 3D model (Circumferentially periodic TGO interface) with different levels of
mesh refinements
Position Mesh refinement level1 2 3 4 5 6
Axisym-
metric
model
BC peak 863.192 874.433 880.724 888.047 890.955 891.14
BC valley 714.481 753.078 774.621 797.647 806.489 808.721
TBC peak 378.272 393.144 399.666 400.942 401.317 401.836
TBC valley 565.803 576.239 581.365 585.133 586.281 586.768
3D
model
(Long.
periodic)
BC peak 863.09 874.3 880.547 888.352 891.073 891.433
BC valley 714.452 752.945 774.426 -797.256 -806.287 -808.988
TBC peak 378.3 393.168 399.703 400.872 401.151 401.738
TBC valley 565.766 576.149 581.361 -585.032 -586.499 -586.931
Position Mesh refinement level1 2 3 4 5 6
GPS
model
BC peak 866.304 877.846 890.051 892.399 895.865 897.034
BC valley 694.506 730.604 758.731 765.583 766.83 767.347
TBC peak 376.938 390.708 395.907 397.652 397.677 397.937
TBC valley 553.27 564.228 572.354 574.222 577.233 578.461
3D model
(Circumf.
periodic)
BC peak 866.345 877.859 890.225 892.61 896.015 897.204
BC valley 694.15 731.077 759.945 -766.8 -769.002 -769.237
TBC peak 375.811 390.674 395.918 397.577 397.584 397.91
TBC valley 554.043 564.136 572.138 -574 -576.112 -577.905
